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You will...
 read an article about a music genre, 

using a graphic organizer to summarize 

the information.

 write a short article about a music genre.

What for?
 To demonstrate comprehension of general ideas and explicit 

information in a text about a music genre.

 To select and use different strategies to support comprehension.

 To describe a music genre and narrate its origin and development, 

in written form.

 To write using the steps of the writing process.

LESSON 6 The sound of music 

1. p  In your notebook, make a word map for music on a sheet of paper. Show your map and share 

the examples with your classmates. 

Professions

Instruments

Styles

Famous people

Music

Famous songs

2. G  Answer and discuss these questions in your group.

a. Why do you think people like music? 

b. Why do we prefer some kinds of music over others? 

c. How is music related to a particular learning style? 

3. p  You are going to read an article about the history of reggae music. Before starting, complete 

the fi rst and second columns of the K-W-L chart with your ideas and questions. 

What I know What I want to know What I learned

preparing to read
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By Matthew Hall

I.

Reggae music was fi rst started 
in the 1960’s in Jamaica. It 
is a combination of ska and 
rocksteady music, but the beat 
is a slower tempo than regular 
Jamaican music. It is easily 
recognized by the guitar rhythm. 

II.

The meaning of reggae refers 
to the ‘rags or ragged clothing’ 
worn by the musicians. Bob 
Marley, the most famous Reggae 
artist, said that the word came 
from a Spanish term for “the 
king’s music”.

The History of 
Reggae Music

1. Read the text and check if what you know and the information you 

wanted to learn is mentioned in it. 

Key words

 beat 

 accomplishment

 release

 propel

 ska

Strategy in mind

 Using a graphic 

organizer to summarize 

and organize information 

Smart reading

1. Identify the correct title 

for each paragraph.

a.  The reaggae 

ambassador

b.  Infl uencial music

c.  How it all started

d.  The origin of the 

word 

2. Complete the diagram 

below with the following 

information. 

a. General topic.

b. Three types of music 

infl uenced by reggae 

c. Two different origins 

of the word reggae

a.

b.

c.
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Your analysis

1. Based on the 

information in the text, 

compare your favorite 

music style with reggae. 

2. Complete the third 

column of the chart on 

page 121, exercise 3.

Think critically

make Text-to-text 

connections

 Tell your partner about a 

similar text you have read 

about any other music 

genre.

Where did you fi nd it? 

What was it about?

make Text-to-self 

connections

 If you could start a band, 

what type of music would 

you play? Why?

 If you could interview 

Bob Marley, what three 

questions would you ask 

him? Why?

III.

Marley, a Jamaican singer, 
musician and songwriter served 
as a world ambassador for reggae 
music. Marley achieved several 
great accomplishments during 
his lifetime, including earning 
induction into the Rock and 
Rock Hall of Fame in 1994, and 
selling more than 20 million 
records—making him the fi rst 
international superstar to emerge 
from the Caribbean region. 

IV.

The fi rst reggae albums were 
released in 1968 and soon reggae 
music started to infl uence other 

artists. It was fi rst especially 
noticeable in the Beatles’ pop 
song Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da. 
Later, Eric Clapton’s song, I 
Shot the Sheriff, helped bring the 
music to everyone’s attention, 
making it an international 
success. Subsequently, in the 
1970’s, punk and rock bands 
used reggae infl uences in their 
music. During the 1980’s, bands 
like UB40 also used reggae 
infl uences to propel their songs 
to the top of the charts. The 
infl uence of reggae music is still 
common today as it mixes well 
with different musical styles. It 
complements American hip-hop 
music and also rock n’ roll.

Adapted from: Hall, M. (2012). The History of Reggae Music. Retrieved from: https://prezi.com/kxqm_r7ix56u/
the-history-of-reggae-music/
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After reading

p  Read the examples from the text and answer questions a and b. Then, check your conclusions 

with your partner. 

Reggae music was fi rst started in the 1960’s in Jamaica.

It is easily recognized by the guitar rhythm.

The fi rst reggae albums were released in 1968.

a. Who did the actions expressed in the sentences above?

b. What / Who is the focus of the sentences?

i. The person who did the action.   ii. The action itself.

Work it out! Describing actions in which the subject is unknown

An article for a music magazineWriting workshop

G  Work in groups of four. You will write an article on the history of a music genre. 

1. organizing ideas

a. Before you start, analyze the article on pages 122 and 123 again. 

b. Choose a music genre from the box and one student to take notes. Every group should choose a 

different genre, so be prepared to negotiate. 

classical       folk       heavy metal       jazz       pop       rap       reggaeton       rock       funk       indie       trap

c. Brainstorm what you know about the genre and then organize the gathered information in some 

meaningful way (for example, by dates). 

d. Decide what tasks still need to be carried out, for example, investigate the topic using the internet or 

the library, collect and classify pictures, etc.

e. Prepare a time line of the history of your chosen genre and plan your article by using all the 

information you have gathered.

2. Drafting 

a. Write the fi rst draft of the article using the notes and the time line you prepared. 

b. Decide how many paragraphs the article will have and choose one heading for each paragraph.

c. Finish the article with a conclusion: what was the reason you chose to write about this style? Why is 

this style especially important for you? 
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3. revising

a. Revise your work. Remember these points: 

i. Keep it simple. Do not use “fl owery language”, or overly complex sentences. 

ii. Write about the past in the Past tense. Remember the sequence of events. 

iii. Avoid writing in the fi rst person (I, we).

b. Reread your article and make sure that it makes sense. 

4. editing

Proofread your revised article using the Editor's marks in the box. 

5. Publishing

a. Write the fi nal version of the article and illustrate it 

with the visuals you gathered. 

b. Put all the articles together and create an issue of 

a music magazine. As a class, choose a catchy 

name for the magazine. 

c. Donate the issue of the magazine to the school 

library so that other students can read about 

this topic. 

d. As a group, evaluate your work following the points 

in the box. Remember to accept other students’ 

opinions with respect and showing interest in 

becoming an independent learner. 

Editor´s Marks

Check spelling

Change place

Capital letter / 
Lowercase

Add a word

Punctuation

ss
s

We…

 analyzed the topic and organized the 

information. 

 divided the tasks before writing. 

 discussed the structure of the article 

and agreed on the title and paragraph 

headings. 

 used a time line to organize the events 

in the correct sequence.

 used expressions and structures 

learned in the lesson. 

 checked and corrected grammar, 

spelling and punctuation mistakes.

 accepted other students’ opinions 

with respect. 
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Exit slip

Refl ect on your performance in the tasks and tick (✔) the corresponding line. Discuss the results of 

your self-evaluation in your group and/or with the teacher.

I exceeded the objectives.

I met the objectives.

I met a few of the objectives.

I did not meet the objectives.

Achievement What diffi culties do I 
anticipate for next lesson?


